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Sonoff Smart Switch BASICR4 Wi-Fi Smart Switch
The Sonoff  Smart  Switch BASICR4 Wi-Fi  Smart  Switch is  a modern device that  helps you manage your smart  home. Equipped with an
advanced ESP32 chip, the BASICR4 combines enhanced functionality and increased performance while maintaining a reasonable price.
It's the perfect solution for anyone who wants to feel more comfortable in their own home, whether it's controlling lighting, an electric
kettle, a humidifier, garage doors, or heaters.
 
Advanced ESP32 Chip Technology
The  ESP32  chip  in  the  BASICR4  is  the  heart  of  this  smart  switch.  Thanks  to  modern  technology,  the  device  offers  enhanced  basic
functions and increased efficiency, making it economical as well. Its advanced architecture ensures smooth and reliable operation, which
is crucial for any smart home device.
 
Magic Switch Mode - Limitless Control
The Magic Switch mode in the BASICR4 allows you to control the light switch through the app, even after turning off the traditional wall
switch. This feature provides flexibility and convenience, enabling you to control lighting from anywhere, regardless of physical switch
settings.
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Remote Control with "eWeLink-Remote"
The BASICR4 features "eWeLink-Remote" gateway functionality,  allowing remote control  and the creation of smart scenes through the
app. This feature provides two-way control and local management, giving users full control over their home devices.
 
Advanced Group Control
The  BASICR4  switch  allows  you  to  create  groups  for  controlling  multiple  devices  simultaneously.  This  feature  is  extremely  useful  in
managing larger home systems, allowing for easy and efficient control of various devices in groups.
 
Safety and Reliability
Safety  is  paramount  in  any  smart  device.  The  BASICR4  is  equipped  with  a  built-in  temperature  sensor  that  detects  the  maximum
temperature of  the product in real-time, preventing deformation,  melting,  fires,  or  exposure to high temperatures.  The switch has CE,
FCC, and ETL certifications, demonstrating its high safety and reliability standards.
 
Package Contents:
Switch x 1
Instruction Manual x 1
 
Specifications:
BrandSonoff
ModelBASIC4
ColorWhite
CompatibilityAmazon Alexa, Google Home
Input100-240V AC 50/60Hz
Output100-240V AC 50/60Hz
Maximum Power2400W @ 240V
Operating Temperature-10°C~40°C
Wi-FiIEEE 802.11 b/g/n 2.4GHz
MaterialPC V0
Dimensions88 x 39 x 24mm
Weight45.8g

Preço:

Antes: € 9.0036

Agora: € 8.60

Casa inteligente, Intelligent Home Control
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